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Grading Confederate
Notes and Bonds,

One Man's Opinion
By Pierre Fricke

T
RADING IS ON THE MINDS OF MOST PAPER MONEY
collectors, and that includes those who desire to collect
Confederate Treasury Notes and Bonds. I introduced a modified
grading system, similar to that used by many of the members of the

Early American Coppers club, on my web site www.csaquotes.com  (CSAQ)
which has proven useful. The Early American Copper community has been
using this grading style for decades. Jack Robinson popularized this grading
style in his well known "Copper Quotes by Robinson," which has been pub-
lished for two decades.

Condition - Assessing Eye Appeal

At many an auction or coin and currency show two or more pieces of the
same type, variety and technical grade may appear. Many times the price real-
ized varies greatly from piece to piece. Consider these results:

1. 1861 T-22 CR-151 VF, choice cut and/or color: $2700.00
2. 1861 T-22 CR-151 VF, a few trivial distractions consistent with the

grade, or cut a bit off: $2000.00
3. 1861 T-22 CR-151 VF, washed and pressed: $1600.00
4. 1861 T-22 CR - 151 VF, very small edge tear, minor stain or trivial repair,

net F-VF: $1300.00
5. 1861 T-22 CR-151 VF, some staining, or minor repair/damage, net F:

$800.00
6. 1861 T-22 CR-151 VF, significant staining or repair/damage, net VG:

$300.00
This is a reflection of the real world of currency trading. How can one

determine the value of an "VF" 1861 T-22 CR-151 with the current price
guides? Generally, notes fall into one of three categories: Oh Wow!, That's
Nice, and Yuk! Of course, there are those inbetween as well, but for the most
part, that sums it up for any given grade level.

An "Oh Wow!" note can be considered CHOICE. CHOICE means one
or several things: Exceptionally clean surfaces and color (free from marks and
stains), or a great cut on an attractive note. Color is important in that it must be
attractive; no washed notes here. Also, there cannot be any significant distrac-
tions on the note. The more pleasing the note, above and beyond normal, (i.e.
clean surfaces, cut and color) the more likely the note will command a "run-
away" price.

CHOICE refers to a note that is exceptionally clean with nice color or cut
with no more than average handling for the grade (preferably less). A note that
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Above: Type 67, CR504A has impeccable surfaces, cut and/or gorgeous color may be worth more than
CHOICE.

AVERAGE refers to an original note that has typical handling for the
grade. A high grade XF or better piece has few distractions; a VG piece can
have more. A washed and /or pressed note that is attractive can fall into AVER-
AGE.

SCUDZY represents varying degrees of "Yuk!" Note that these notes
are collectable, and do have value, just not as much as AVERAGE or
CHOICE. A note with relatively minor repair or damage will be worth more
than SCUDZY, but certainly not AVERAGE. A SCUDZY note may be harsh-
ly washed and restored; or has significant repair and/or damage.

SCUDZY notes may also be original, but have problems like tears, miss-
ing pieces or edge problems that detract from the note. A minor problem or
two is not cause enough for a note to be SCUDZY, however, anything that
really detracts will put it into the SCUDZY category. Usually a note with more
than one grade level of reduction due to problems is SCUDZY. Problems
detract from the technical grade to determine net grade.

This type of grading represents a godsend to those who are concerned
about quality and paying and getting fair prices for notes. On the other hand,
this additional layer of grading may seem excessive to some. Some may not like
it! What are the motivations of those who criticize it? Perhaps it can be
improved and they have a good idea. Or are they selling or buying? If so, what
side of the equation is their argument vs. what they are trying to do?!?

It reflects the real world. And has decades of use in numismatics at least in
a couple of segments. Think about it.

Technical Grading - CSA Currency

A "conservative" interpretation of grading that is commonly used in the
marketplace includes general descriptions:

Poor: Severely worn and damaged. May have more than 25% of the note
missing.

Fair: Filler. Severely worn. Part of the note may be missing; e.g., no
more than 25% and that may be crudely repaired with backing.

About Good: Heavily worn. Up to 10% of the note may be missing, but
no more. May be crudely repaired. Earlier generations called this "Fair".

Good: Heavily worn but intact or reasonably repaired with backing or
archival tape. May have edge splits and some tears not readily visible and obvi-
ous into the note.

G-VG: Can't quite make VG due to problems or excessive wear.
Very Good: Heavily worn and intact. It may have heavy creases and will

have lots of wrinkling from handling. Only minor stains, edge splits and holes
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are permitted without net grade deduction. No crispness left — a limp note.
Considered average circulated.

Fine: Worn but has at least a little body or crispness left. It will have
multiple folds and a good deal of wrinkling from circulation. Must deduct at
least a half of grade for anything but trivial stains and edge splits. A 1/2 grade
deduction may be from a single tear that is not large and readily visible.
Significant repairs and tears cost at least a whole grade and may drive the note
towards SCUDZY depending on severity and visibility.

F-VF: Typical "commercial" VF found at many tables at a show. Too
much wrinkling or the folds are too heavy to be called VF, but a nice note and
better than Fine.

Very Fine: Obviously circulated, but not significantly so. Vertical and/or
horizontal folds will be present, but will not be heavy. Some use the bench-
mark of no more than 8 folds on a VF note. This note has a significant amount
of body or crispness left. Not much circulation wrinkling readily visible to the
naked eye can be tolerated at this grade level. Many Fine or Fine to Very Fine
notes are called Very Fine in the recent hot market. Beware. Minor holes, tears,
edge splits and repairs cost about 1/2 of a grade. Anything that significantly
stands out as a problem costs a whole grade and any more will drive the note to
SCUDZY at the lower grade level.

Above: Type 9, CR24 Choice VF: VF note with great trim and/or color. May be worth as
much as many VF-XF and even some XFs.

VF-XF: A couple more folds than can be tolerated for XF. No circula-
tion wrinkling visible.

Extra Fine (XF): Very lightly circulated and nearly all of the crispness
retained. Will have 2 or 3 light folds across the body of the note as seen on the
typically blank reverse. Any very minor problem on the note will cost 1/2 of a
grade. Anything readily visible will cost a whole grade or more. Very bad trim
will discount the note 1/2 of a grade or more. XF notes cannot have significant
problems to speak of.

Choice XF: XF with exceptional color and/or trim. Better than AU in
eye appeal and usually worth more.

About Uncirculated: A corner fold. A single cross-body fold. Smudge.
Bad trim on an Unc. note. Any one of these make a note AU. More than a cou-
ple drive the note to XF. These are typically called Unc. by many, especially on
the Internet. Tears, repairs and problems can quickly drive an AU note to VF
or less and SCUDZY.

Choice AU: Better than Unc. and worth more. May be a CU note with a
minor circulation issue described under AU.
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Uncirculated: No circulation or problems. OK cut, may cut into the
margin, but not a lot. Many of these are called "CU." but are not.

Choice Uncirculated or Crisp Uncirculated: Unc. with good trim.
Cannot be cut into the margin lines and must be quite straight. Color must be
above average.

Gem CU: Nearly perfect note. Top notch trim and color.
The table above lists the grades and general descriptions about the CIR-

CULATION of the note. PROBLEMS (with the exception of cut cancella-
tions) REDUCE the net grade.

Cancelled Notes

Many CSA notes have been cut-cancelled, punch-out cancelled, hole-out
cancelled, or cut-out-cancelled to indicate that they were paid and collected by
the government. This is different from damage or repairs and these notes
deserve their own valuation. These notes, especially clean cut-cancels, are
attractive and desirable in their own right. Some varieties are extremely difficult
if not impossible to get not cancelled.

Grading Bonds

Bonds are much easier to grade due to their larger area, lower prices and
relatively thin market. This is due to the fact that the larger area is an easily
viewed surface for exposing problems and handling. Lower prices and a thinner
market allow for a simpler grading scale without the same intensity of financial
pressure for splitting grades or overgrading that CSA notes may exhibit.

Most price guides list one or two grades — Fine and Very Fine — which are
the major grades available for these documents. I expand this only a little to
include XF bonds and problem bonds of which there are enough around to
warrant a separate listing. The same discussion as it relates to condition —
Choice, Average and Scudzy — can be applied to bonds, however, due to the fact
that bonds did not "circulate" like currency, it is overkill.

Good to Very Good: Heavily worn and intact. It may have heavy creases
and will have lots of wrinkling from handling. Stains, edge or crease tears and
holes are permitted without net grade deduction. Heavily damaged bonds are
worth less than this grade.

Fine: Worn but has some body or crispness left. It will have multiple
folds and some wrinkling from handling. Minor stains, edge splits or crease
tears, or hidden repairs may be found on these bonds. No pieces missing.

Very Fine: Obviously handled, but not significantly so. Vertical and/or
horizontal folds will be present. This bond has a significant amount of body or
crispness left. Not much handling wrinkling readily visible to the naked eye can
be tolerated at this grade level. Minor holes, tears, edge splits and repairs cost
about 1/2 of a grade. Anything that significantly stands out as a problem can
cost a whole grade to Fine.

Extra Fine: Very lightly handled and nearly all of the crispness retained.
Will have a few light folds or one or two moderate folds across the body of the
bond. Any minor problem on the bond will cost 1/2 of a grade. Any readily vis-
ible distraction (stains, tears, ink problems, dirt) will cost a whole grade or
more. XF bonds cannot have significant problems to speak of.

Use the SPMC recruiting brochure inserted in this issue to
sign up a colleague or to give a gift to a friend or relation
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